
True or False 

1. Abandoned grass cuttings left on the course are always Ground Under Repair.  

2. Telling your playing partner in Stroke Play how far it is to the pin is Advice 

3. A players ball lies in a hole in a bunker made by a dog. The player is entitled to free relief  

4. In Stroke Play a player is responsible for ensuring the total number of strokes for his round 

are correct on his score card 

5. If the colour of a penalty area has not been marked or indicated as red or yellow by the 

committee it will be treated as a Red Penalty Area 

6. The five defined areas of the course are 

a. The General Area 

b. The Teeing Ground of the hole being played 

c. All Penalty Areas 

d. All Bunkers 

e. All Putting Greens 

7. Out of Bounds stakes are deemed to be Immovable Obstructions 

8.  Loose soil and sand are loose impediments anywhere on the course 

9. A player searched for his ball for two minutes then took a further one minute to mistakenly 

identify a wrong ball. He is still allowed a further one minute to look for his ball 

10. If a ball in play only wobbles (sometimes known oscillating) and stays on or returns to its 

original spot, the ball has not moved 

11. Out of Bounds stakes or lines must always be white 

12. A ball lying in branches which extend outside the boundary line is out of bounds even 

though the tree itself is rooted in bounds 

13. For a ball lying in a red penalty area the player has two additional relief options over a ball 

lying in a yellow penalty area.  

14. A Provisional ball can be played for a ball that may be out of bounds or lost anywhere on 

the course 

15. A player is entitled to free relief from temporary water at all times 



16. In Mixed Foursomes the Man drives off and fearing it may be out of bounds declares to play 

a provisional ball. The Lady must play the provisional from the Mens tee 

17. A player has only three score card responsibilities in stroke play.  

a. To record the correct handicap 

b. The correct gross scores are individually marked 

c. The card is signed and counter signed  

18. A players ball lies on the green. He is allowed to tap down aeration holes to smooth out his 

line of putt 

19. A ball lifted on the putting green and in the general area may always be cleaned 

20. A Stableford competition is a form of stroke play 

 


